Abstract: In 1965 Memorial University recruited the young historian Keith Matthews, hoping he would both conduct research on the West of EnglandNewfoundland fishery and collect archival material for the university. He fulfilled this dual mandate, and his work was an important part of an important historiographic shift. Matthews's break with a 175-year-old interpretation was marked by a highly original essay, 'Historical Fence Building,' which subsequent historians have read back into his 1968 thesis. This essay examines his training and the context at Memorial that shaped his career, arguing that because of the persuasiveness of Matthews's later historiographic critique the continuity between his thesis and earlier works is greater than is often recognized.
to foster, preserve, and explore the culture and history of the new province. One of the key people in this movement was George Story, who recognized Matthews's potential both as a scholar and as someone who could identify archival collections in Britain that were relevant to Newfoundland's history. Memorial funded Matthews's graduate work and his archival collecting, and these investments paid dividends in his role in fostering maritime and Newfoundland history. Matthews's inductive approach, and the career path Story set him on, contributed to his recognition and rejection of a fundamental interpretation in the earlier historical writing on Newfoundland. His DPhil thesis helped shift the explanation of the island's pattern of development away from one based upon political struggles between competing economic interests in England (which he dubbed the 'conflict thesis') toward the nature of the economy and environment. 1 Matthews's subsequent essay 'Historical Fence Building: A Critique of the Historiography of Newfoundland' became an almost obligatory reference for those engaging with the historiography of the island, and scholars have described it as 'seminal,' a 'watershed,' and a 'starting point' for inquiry. 2 Fleshing out the analysis of an idea that had germinated in his thesis, the essay provided the scale to measure his break with the established interpretation; he argued that there had been a continuity in historical explanation that ran from John Reeves in 1793 to twentiethcentury works such as that of Harold Innis. 3 Matthews claimed a privileged place for his own thesis by implying that his conclusions were based upon careful archival research, while arguing that earlier historians had erred by uncritically relying on their predecessors' interpretations. More than four decades after Matthews defended his dissertation at Oxford and presented 'Fence Building' to a meeting of the Canadian Historical Association, it is worth examining both the context and the nature of his disruption of the 175-year-old narrative. Revisiting that essay reveals that scholars have erroneously read his rejection of the conflict thesis in the 'Fence Building' essay back into his earlier thesis; his doctoral work shared more with that of his predecessors than Matthews later implied. In the thesis he concluded that there had been no effective prohibition on settlement, but it was not until the later essay that he set out an explanation for the error he saw in the dominant tradition of writing about Newfoundland's history. The essay reveals the extent to which by 1971 he had rejected the 'constitutional' tradition of imperial history within which he had actually written his thesis.
In 1965 Keith Matthews, a twenty-seven-year-old man from Plympton, Devon, took his bachelor's degree at Oxford. Random chance plays a large role in people's lives, and he was about to be recruited to teach Newfoundland history at Memorial University of Newfoundland. During the 1940s Alan M. Fraser had taught constitutional and diplomatic history of Newfoundland at Memorial University College, an approach that reflected the dominant historical traditions of the day. Not long after Newfoundland joined Canada, the Newfoundlandborn political scientist M.O. Morgan, a former Rhodes scholar, proposed that the newly degree-granting university establish research on Newfoundland's society, culture, and history. Memorial hired faculty and created the Institute of Social and Economic Research (iser) to fund research. Among the scholars recruited was Gordon Rothney, a Canadian-born and University of London-trained historian who had written on the diplomatic history of fisheries. He was a formative figure in the writing of Newfoundland history at the university.
He helped establish what became the provincial archives and set individual graduate students the task of writing on short periods of nineteenth-century political history, which he hoped would one day culminate in a synthesis. 4 When Rothney left to take up an appointment at another university, one of his students, Leslie Harris, a New- Morgan sent a list of positions that needed to be filled, and asked Story to 'keep his ear to the ground' for possible faculty members. 5 The intellectual interests of Story -a native of St John's who trained at McGill and Oxford -included literature, history, bibliography, and oral culture, and he had a passion for collecting that culminated in the Dictionary of Newfoundland English. 6 He had an agenda for research on Newfoundland, and a strategy for faculty recruitment, similar to Morgan's. Story wanted to hire young people who would collect Newfoundland-related archival and oral cultural material for the university, and he favoured recruiting in Britain, since much archival material on Newfoundland remained in British repositories. He believed that using personal connections to select promising scholars would result in hiring better faculty members than would general job advertisements. If young bright scholars became part of an exciting research community at Memorial, he believed, they would also be less likely to leave for higher salaries elsewhere, as some faculty members at the university had already done. Story used his personal connections (he knew historians such as Hugh Trevor-Roper) to find promising young scholars whom he then tried to entice to work on Newfoundland research. 'There's enough material over here to keep a dozen hard-working scholars going full time simply collecting material,' Story reported, but he expressed disappointment that most 'English academics are petrified in conventional studies' and there were few 'students of the kind I would like to see coming to Newfoundland.' There was an exception:
His name is Keith Matthews. Born in Devonshire of very humble family; aged about 26; discovered by Ruskin College here, where he read for the University diploma in Political Science and Economics; did so well that Jesus College gave him an Exhibition, and he is now about to take Modern History Schools. He is a sure bet for a brilliant first, and will be going on to do a D.Phil., probably on some kind of grant from St. Anthony's. I've had several chats with him, and the result is that he is going to do his dissertation on the West Country-Newfoundland fishery, probably a socio-economic history . . . It occurred to me that Matthews with this subject is the very kind of man the Institute should be interested in . . . This chap is like a young Harold Wilsona razor sharp mind, immense capacity for work, plenty of self-assurance together with an attractive West Country bluntness and honesty. He is going to do some important work in history. 7 Story and Matthews had been introduced by Arthur Pedley, an acquaintance of Story's and a member of the same college as Matthews. After a conversation in a coffee shop, Matthews returned home to tell his wife that they were moving to Newfoundland. Matthews noted that the two-year fellowship that Story was offering him would be insufficient to complete his thesis. That prompted Story to recommend to Morgan that the offer include a third year of funding to teach in St John's. Story had not at that point told Matthews that he hoped the young man would identify records that could be microfilmed for the provincial archives while researching his thesis. 8 Matthews may not have known it, but he was being hired as an archival collector as much as a teacher. Morgan offered Matthews the fellowship and iser provided research funds to aid him in copying documents for Newfoundland. 9 There would also be a 'lightened teaching load to enable him to complete this rather important project' when his two-year residency requirement was fulfilled. 10 Within three months of meeting him, Story reported that even before his admission to Jesus College, which took effect 1 July, Matthews was 'fresh and vigorous from Schools, is already hard at work . . . he is a bit of a wonder and already has compiled a massive bibliography to start work on.' 11 For Story, compiling a bibliography was not preliminary to research and writing; it was, itself, an important intellectual act. Story recommended several appointments that year that shaped the university over the next thirty years, but none fulfilled Story's dual mandate of scholarship and archival collection more than the working-class man from Devon. Matthews had indeed come from a humble family; several generations of his ancestors had been agricultural labourers, and his father had a modest salary as an artificer in the Royal Navy. As a physically small boy from a poor family in a predominantly middle-class neighbourhood during the war and postwar harsh economic times, he developed a driving ambition and work ethic. Aspiring to be a professional musician, he quit school at the age of fifteen for a career as a jazz pianist in London. That was interrupted when he was drafted into the British Army. He spent most of three years stationed in Cyprus, where he was assigned as a company clerk after doing well in the army's standard iq test. An officer saw promise in him and encouraged the young man to finish his schooling. After being discharged from the Army and working at a couple of jobs, Matthews attended Ruskin College, which was not a degree-granting institution but catered to working-class students who lacked the qualifications to get into a university. Success at Ruskin enabled him to take a ba at Jesus College, which was part of Oxford University, and to feel secure enough to marry. He had planned to study the National Health Service for a graduate degree but abandoned that and committed to moving to St John's after meeting Story. It is little wonder that he accepted the £1200 iser fellowship (when Nuffield and St Anthony's colleges were offering between £850 and £900). 12 The offer from Memorial gave him economic security and allowed him to study the heritage of Devon, about which he cared deeply. In what must have appealed to the boy from Plympton, it allowed him to earn a living studying ships. The conversations with Story, an elegant and erudite man, were also enough for Matthews to realize that moving to Newfoundland would give him a chance to distinguish himself. 13 Matthews's graduate supervision was taken on by A.F. 'Freddie' Madden, who maintained the older tradition of constitutional history in Oxford of the 1960s at a time when most other imperial historians wrote on the dependent empire rather than the commonwealth. He encouraged Matthews to select important 'constitutional' documents on Newfoundland history for inclusion in his own publications, even though, Matthews reported, most historians of empire were interested in Africa and Asia in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and among Oxford scholars at that time 'even the word ''Empire'' seems to have sinister undertones.' 14 Madden, a colleague of his later noted, was also unusual in that he continued to write narratives of long periods of time rather than take a short period and write an analytical piece that avoided narrative, as one of the most influential British historians, Louis Namier, had done. 15 For Madden the history of the commonwealth continued to be important since it both informed British history and united historians working in disparate countries. 16 Constitutional historians had something to say that seemed particularly relevant to those interested in Newfoundland -a colony that had developed representative institutions later than most other parts of British North America and remarkably had abandoned responsible government in 1934. Newfoundland's political history seemed, to its historians, exceptional. British constitutional historians and their Newfoundland counterparts continued to share with their Whig historian forebears an emphasis upon legal developments, such as the charters of colonies. (It is noteworthy that the other Newfoundland scholar supervised by Madden in this period was S.J.R. Noel, who wrote an influential narrative study of twentieth-century Newfoundland politics.) 17 And while a few British historians in the 1960s worked within Marxian analysis, Madden was little influenced by theory. As late as 1980 he reflected on the postwar years as ones in which 'the approach in Oxford became pre-eminently pragmatic at a time when oddly enough elsewhere (and not least in Cambridge) there was a new emphasis on theory: a new commitment to find a single conceptual framework to embrace explanations of the phenomena of empire. So, while others have tended to put back theory and even teleology into imperial history, Oxford has become liberated from dogma.' 18 Matthews shared a similar view that adopting an overarching explanation trapped historians into reproducing the conclusions of others and believed that the key to being a great historian was to have conclu- sions rise inductively from reading all the empirical evidence. As we will see, Matthews drew little from economic or Marxian theory but, rather, wrote a narrative thesis that covered more than three hundred years of the history of the West of England-Newfoundland fishery.
Despite the continuity of constitutional enquiry, history at Oxford during the 1960s also consisted of well-developed specialties, such as economic history and demography, which provided alternate bodies of evidence to the public records of the Crown and Parliament and new ways of constructing an argument that owed as much to the social sciences as the humanities. In the period after 1945, Britain was losing its empire, and many British historians were now examining local circumstances in the various parts of the empire and exploring economic factors rather than forms of government. 19 Furthermore, Herbert Butterfield's criticism of the Whig tradition had been internalized as a matter of faith for those who saw themselves as professional. 20 For the many historians working on political history in the tradition of Namier, 'constitutionalism spelled innocence: a failure to see that politics did not work like that.' 21 As John Burrow put it, 'It was an axiom with him [Namier] that the real considerations at work were to be found in the private correspondence of ministers and Members of Parliament . . . Public utterances were prima facie discredited because they were public. Namier is an extreme case of the tendency for the devotion above all to manuscript sources to predetermine what was to count as real history.' 22 These are the threads in English historical scholarship out of which Matthews wove his dissertation. From the constitutionalists, he gained a narrative framework of the commonwealth, but the new imperial historians made it possible to study the effect of the periphery of the empire on the centre, and that enabled Matthews to avoid the teleology of constitutionalism. Namier encouraged a critical outlook on the public face of politics, a sentiment that supported Matthews' skepticism. He shared a suspicion that the real historical story did not consist solely of stringing together royal proclamations and charters. The economic historians had provided an explanation of history that was an alternative to changes in legal regimes resulting from the struggle of Whigs and Tories. The influence of Madden and other British historians on Matthews was tempered by the fact that the Oxford graduate experience was one of independent study. His wife, Kay Matthews, remembered him attending no lectures and immersing himself in the archival record day and night, weekdays and weekends. He was also copying documents for the Newfoundland archives and being reimbursed for the expenses, even as he was writing his thesis. His thesis cites few other historians and lacks the explicit engagement with interpretation that has become the hallmark of graduate theses of more recent generations of scholars, but it certainly showed a wide range of reading in the documentary record. As Eric Sager put it, 'For a long time the British training drew scholars toward political history and imperial relations, and away from American model building and social theorizing; but that same training, demanding inductive reasoning from new empirical foundations, enabled Keith Matthews to demolish the myths of illegal settlement, eighteenth century anarchy, and ruthless fishing admirals.' 23 After fulfilling his two-year residency requirement at Nuffield College, in July 1967 Matthews and his family moved to St John's so that he could take up a position as lecturer in the Department of History and finish writing his thesis. 24 The young Englishman soon developed an affection for his adopted homeland and a desire to show that a study of the history of the West Country-Newfoundland fishery was important 'as a study in English national history.' 25 'Every historian talks of the West Country's role in Newfoundland History; no one has seriously attempted to reverse this and examine the fishery as a part of the history of Devon and Dorset . . . Over the centuries Newfoundland became to the West of England more than a fishery; it was transformed into an integral part of English economic and social life, becoming in the process one of the ''accepted institutions ' The thesis itself is more conventional than readers of the later 'Fence Building' essay might assume. As each of his predecessors had done, Matthews sketched British policy, the effects of war and peace, and changes provoked by events such as the American Revolution. 'A History of the West of England-Newfoundland Fishery' is primarily a political narrative history of the fish trade based on a reading of the same colonial office records that each of the other historians of Newfoundland had used. 27 Matthews divided his narrative into conventional periods of British history, such as 'Newfoundland under the Restoration,' or by pivotal international milestones, such as the chapter titled '1763-1775.' Perhaps, like graduate students everywhere, he had to justify his topic to a supervisor (who, in his case, was a constitutionalist historian of the empire), although Newfoundland was indeed profoundly affected by European wars and times when 'peace broke out.' He examined planters, shipowners, and merchants, and his narrative shares more with the histories written by his predecessors than he would have admitted.
Yet it was an impressive feat of empirical research. The 600-page thesis was written in three years by a man who started his work with no particular knowledge of Newfoundland. The examining committee, which included the eminent historian of the age of discovery D.B. Quinn, was not pleased by the lack of a table of contents, his underlining for emphasis, or the thin nature of the economic data that underlay the work. Matthews was a man of great passions, but that also meant that he was often in a rush. The copy he submitted had typographic errors corrected by pencil and unreliable footnotes. Not long after the oral examination of his thesis, Madden wrote to Matthews, encouraging him to revise the dissertation and to prepare an article based on it for the Economic History Review.
I would hardly have recognized your viva from the rumbustious, exaggerated account of the blazing rows which appeared in your correspondence from the cool, calm and collected statement that I received from David Fieldhouse and read at the History Board. But this apart, I think that the only very wicked thing that you did was to produce so long a thesis. I would therefore support your view that I would not rewrite it wholly on economic lines, and that there is a very good case which you might justify in leaving in as much of the political and constitutional material. 28 In a second letter, Madden set out the criticisms of the thesis more explicitly, reporting that the committee thought that Matthews had come to 'identify' with the merchants he was writing about. The committee agreed that the thesis was a 'substantial contribution to knowledge, and that the material itself, and the zeal you have shown in collecting it, warrant the award of the degree.' But they were less impressed with the thesis as a study in economics and were disappointed that there was not greater quantitative data. 'They say,' Madden wrote, 'that you obscure your contribution in your particular field by trying to tell the whole history of Newfoundland and that your economic history is technically weak.' 29 Matthews's response was that many of the statistics on the trade were unreliable and perhaps 'fictitious.' Madden accepted that, and agreed with Matthews's view that the work needed 'to have a clear political and constitutional thread, and that in considering the Western Adventurers as a group of individuals exercising pressure upon the government it is sensible to consider the economic aspects in relation to their influence on the political theme.' 30 Indeed, as Lewis R. Fischer later suggested, it was a testament to Matthews's intellect that, in the course of his archival research, he realized the logical fallacy in the idea that government policies had been effective in discouraging settlement. 31 The evidence presented did not directly speak to that question, but he induced from his reading that despite anti-settlement rhetoric there had been no conflict between economic groups and ultimately realized that antisettlement government policies had been ineffective. In the fall of 1968, with the degree and promotion to assistant professor in hand, Matthews wrote several British and Canadian publishers to offer them a manuscript, which he confessed was 'totally unfit for publication, being some 150,000 words in length and not too well written.' 32 Cassel, a British publisher, seems to have declined, and presumably others did as well. Much later, Kay Matthews reported that he saw the thesis as a necessary step to an academic career rather than an end in itself so he lacked the impetus to revise it. Despite his initial impulse to publish his thesis, writing was not easy for him, and there were other projects to put his energy into. He soon met with colleagues Harris and Gerald Panting to plan a 'Newfoundland Documentary Study' that would 'use political documents to pose questions and the 34 The economic historian David Alexander had joined the Department of History the same year that Matthews had, and the three men now sought to use the records to establish Memorial's History Department as an important centre of economic history. 35 Story had once praised his tireless collecting of archival records, and Matthews took primary responsibility for the acquisition of documents for the group, returning to Britain many times to survey archives and arrange for the copying of records. Matthews also assumed much of the responsibility for grant applications and management of the projects. During this period he also embarked on a quixotic project, the 'name files,' that consumed much of his time during the rest of his life. This too was, in part, a product of his contacts with others at Memorial. While still a student in England he had become aware of the work on Newfoundland surnames underway in Memorial's English Department. He had met W.J. Kirwin of that department as well as Story, and Matthews expressed an interest in identifying the surnames of people from the West of England in Newfoundland. 36 Matthews combed through archival collections, noting documentary references to names of specific people on thin strips of paper. Over his lifetime he created a data set of 7300 surnames that occupied twenty file cabinets.
He did find time to write a historiographic essay -'Historical Fence Building: A Critique of the Historiography of Newfoundland.' Matthews presented the first version of the essay to the Canadian Historical Association meeting in St John's in the spring of 1971, and that fall Acadiensis accepted it for publication, pending some reorganization and clarification of the argument. 37 The editor of that journal, Phillip Buckner, also suggested to Matthews that any study of Newfoundland historiography should include a discussion of Gillian Cell's then recently published book. 38 In his revised draft, Matthews complimented Cell as the only historian who did not fall into the error of assuming conflict, a judgment that the archaeologist and historian of early modern Newfoundland Peter Pope points out was overly generous to Cell. Like the others, she uncritically accepted the conflict thesis. 39 Perhaps Matthews's respect for Cell's archival diligence encouraged him to let her off the hook, but, whatever the reason, his discussion of Cell's work was clearly an afterthought rather than an integral part of his critique. Despite committing to making the changes recommended by Buckner, Matthews did not complete the revisions and ultimately published a shorter version of the essay in 1978 in the Newfoundland Quarterly. Harris was then editing 'Aspects,' a subsection of the Quarterly, on behalf of the Newfoundland Historical Society, and published the piece without the careful editorial work it needed. The piece was widely cited, despite being in a magazine rather than a peer-reviewed journal, and in 2001 Pope edited the essay and republished it. 40 For those who have not read the essay, it is worth restating its principal arguments. The foundations of Newfoundland's historical mythology, Matthews suggested, had been laid by Newfoundland's first historian, John Reeves, who proposed that conflict between those who favoured settlement and those who opposed it had shaped the history of the island. Nineteenth-century historians accepted this theory of conflict, and it entered into the scholarly canon of twentieth-century academic historians in Britain, Canada, and the United States. Matthews argued that these historians had attributed Newfoundland's particular colonial path to an assumed conflict between groups within the fishery, such as planters vs shipowners, or sack-shipowners vs fishing-shipowners -a dichotomy traditionally perceived in terms of English interests that supported a resident fishery vs those that did not. The second element of his argument was that professional historians uncritically worked within the conflict thesis because they were not looking at Newfoundland on its own terms but only as an illustration of some other theme in imperial history (such as the wars between Britain and France). These errors reached a high point in the work of the New Zealand-born historian of empire A.H. McLintock, who implicitly compared Newfoundland to other colonies and decided that the relatively late arrival of representative political institutions showed that Newfoundland's constitutional development was 'retarded' by the conflict. To explain this, McLintock worked backwards from the inception of representative government in 1832 to examine the island's constitutional history. Like others, he accepted the view that conflict between groups that favoured settlement and those that opposed it had been responsible for the pattern of development. Matthews concluded that Newfoundland history had become, in the hands of several generations of historians, a set of political eruptions and constitutional acts. The statutes, charters, and judicial decisions that made up the political-legal interpretation had become fence posts, and historians had stretched a narrative between them like so much wire. This emphasis upon statutes and the political-legal narrative was not surprising. When Matthews turned his empirical method to the work of earlier historians, he found that it fell short:
The basic problem is that the whole interpretation of retarded development as being due to group conflict rested upon a set of assumptions which have never been tested. The theory gives primary attention to politics and legislation as factors in economic development, having assumed but not proved a material conflict of interest centered on the fishery. Newfoundland's development was, supposedly, retarded as a result of legislation passed either at the behest of an interest group or by a dogmatic government. To show that the government enacted legislation inimical to the growth of population, culture or government does not measure its effect upon that growth, for the legislation must be shown to be effective. The historians mentioned above did not prove the effectiveness of legislation and, in fact, the evidence indicates massive evasion of the law. 41 This passage in Matthews's essay exemplifies how much he was representative of his generation of English historians. His rejection of the teleological narrative (which aimed to explain why growth was 'retarded') rested on testing the theory against evidence. His analysis here also seems to owe a debt to Alexander, who had read a draft of the essay and observed to Matthews, Your predecessors have all, in fact, been historical materialists and it is an assumption of economic interests which find expression in politics and legislation, that is of primary importance. Their error was to assume the substructure and write about the superstructure . . . Now, in addition, it could (theoretically) be quite conceivable that there was such a conflict of interest that resulted in legislation and which the British government attempted to enforce, but that all of this had not one jot of importance in the matter of the slow build up of settlement in Newfoundland. That is, that everyone was tilting at windmills (which is not unusual) and that the real reason for slow build-up of settlement is the reasonable one you suggest. That is, what I am trying to say is that even if your predecessors 'proved' all their theories, that in itself would not disprove yours. 42 As a metaphor, 'fence building' is a critique of historical practice. He had been trained in a 'constitutional' paradigm, but his professional practice in the archive had led him to test the hypothesis underlying the established historical narrative. As Matthews put it, By training and inclination these historians relied heavily upon constitutional documents -those which concentrate mainly upon political issues and which are written, in the main, by politicians and civil servants. Interested mainly in examining the evolution of Newfoundland . . . into a colony, they used as a basis for comparison the evolution of other parts of the Empire. In this light Newfoundland was viewed as a deviation from some norm. It was 'normal' for colonies to become self contained and independent, therefore Newfoundland was 'deviant.' Thus the historians began with two basic assumptions: that Newfoundland's colonial development is best measured by reference to colonial development elsewhere; and that Newfoundland's different development (its 'retardation'!) was due to political and human factors. This alone can explain the lack of interest in the multitude of other factors -climactic, geographic, cultural and economic -which may also have shaped Newfoundland's 'retardation. Rothney, one of those whom Matthews had criticized, read the version presented to the Canadian Historical Association and wrote a statement of 'defense against the charge of ''fence building.'' ' He conceded that historians had not distinguished between mercantile opposition to government and opposition to settlement, which he believed was an important and innovative point. But Rothney thought that Matthews's claim that historians had assumed an unchanging group conflict between 1610 and 1832 was an exaggeration. Rothney denied he had held a ' ''timeless'' view of group conflict' and commented that 'Mr Matthews himself supplied ample evidence that all the writers to whom he refers, except [D.W.] Prowse and McLintock, were very much aware of the changing character of group conflicts between 1610 and 1832.' 44 Matthews had suggested that Rothney and Agnes Field were uninterested in Newfoundland itself and apologetic about their choice of subject. What Matthews had perceived as apology, Rothney argued, was just a survey of the field and a statement of the problem 'for the benefit of our examiners.' He continued, Miss Field was the first person to challenge some of the historical myths created by Prowse, myths which go on being repeated in some Canadian school textbooks to this day. Professor A.P. Newton of the University of London, and editor of the Cambridge History of the British Empire, was the man [in] back of the attempt to re-write the history of Newfoundland on a more objective and rational basis. In volume viii he incorporated Miss Field's discoveries into a chapter which he wrote himself. His comment on Prowse was that 'the references are very imperfect and the historical judgements unreliable.' 45 The essence of Matthews's argument, Rothney pointed out, was the claim that historians took legislative acts as their subject and assumed that nothing significant happened during periods that policy remained unchanged. Rothney dissented. Matthews had overlooked Janet Paterson's thesis, he pointed out, a thesis covering the years between 1713 and 1763, a period between the fence posts. Had Matthews consulted Paterson's thesis he would have found that she also made the error of assuming conflict was a main motor of history; she too accepted the notion that West of England shipowners had held back the settlement of the island and claimed to be filling in the historical narrative of a period that others had not examined because they judged it to be one in which no significant changes occurred. 46 Rothney maintained that the period he chose for his own study was not dictated by any of the fence posts Matthews had identified either, and that his own motives for studying Newfoundland history 'had nothing to do with the subject of retarded colonization and the struggle for self-government.' Rothney saw no examples of 'group conflicts as a ''theory of causation'' ' in his own work and pointed out that he had attributed government anti-settlement policy in the late eighteenth century to the Navy, not to conflict among merchants involved in trade and fishing. In sum, Rothney insisted that Matthews's characterization of him and other authors (Prowse and McLintock excepted) as having 'an interpretation of Newfoundland development based upon unchanging group conflicts' was inaccurate. Rothney did indeed assign the blame for the slow pace of settlement to the Navy, and while he repeated the claim that West Country merchants had advocated the removal of settlers, that statement is incidental to the narratives developed in both his ma and his PhD theses. 47 Far more explicit than conflict in his work was his observation that Newfoundland was 'the only British dominion to surrender the right of responsible government' (which had happened the year he wrote the thesis) and his suggestion that his study of the eighteenth century might 'explain the present peculiar position of the ancient island Dominion.' 48 A copy of Rothney's commentary is extant in Matthews's papers, but Matthews did not revise his judgment.
While revising his historiographic essay and embarking on the Atlantic Canada Shipping Project with his colleagues, Matthews pursued a similar theme in what would be his first essay to appear in print, 'The Class of ''32.'' ' In that article he argued that historians had portrayed the political reform movement that resulted in the advent of representative government in 1832 as 'a struggle for liberty between Newfoundlanders, and an alliance between the Imperial Government and a reactionary band of West of England fishing merchants who opposed the growth of settlement and government on the Island.' 49 He suggested that the campaign for reform was a local manifestation of the desire for greater autonomy shared by colonial elites throughout the empire. The irony was that the reformers, who did so much to foster Newfoundland nationalism, were not natives. 'Since the St John's elite were in Newfoundland and not somewhere else, their demands were for colonial freedom,' he wrote. 'Had they been in Tasmania, Canada or any other part of the empire they would have been patriots of those regions.' 50 The reformers mobilized opinion to support their personal ambitions by popularizing the interpretation of history that saw Newfoundland as having been held back by West of England interests and the Crown. The myth 'that Newfoundland was impoverished and aggrieved solely because of an imperfect constitution and the indifference, even the hostility of the Imperial Government,' was at the root of the error he had exposed in 'Fence Building.' 51 Revisiting the work of the scholars whom Matthews criticized reveals that while he accurately identified an underlying theme of conflict, their work ranged more widely than he implied. Field, whom Matthews blamed for bringing the conflict thesis of nineteenthcentury historiography to twentieth-century scholars, indeed argued that the crucial factor in Newfoundland history was the duel to the death between (West of England) fishing captains and (London-and Bristol-based) sack ship men. 52 On the other hand, although her thesis was titled the 'Government of Newfoundland,' it was a broader survey of the economic history of the fishery than the title indicates. The American historian Ralph Greenlee Lounsbury also accepted the fact that conflict between groups ran through the entire period of his study, 1634-1763. The Canadian historian W.L. Morton based his study on government records and, as Matthews identified, was interested in Newfoundland primarily as an example of imperial relations choke and wellnigh overwhelm an unwanted colony which defied the legislation of Great Britain to crush it.' 58 Ironically, even after penning this critique of history as constitutional milestones, Matthews found that charters and statutes could still be useful. He compiled a Collection and Commentary on the Constitutional Laws of Seventeenth Century Newfoundland much like Madden had done for the empire. In introducing the set of bound photocopies, he wrote, 'It is not a study of how these laws came to be, nor whether they were good laws or even, given the confusion of contemporaries and some later historians, what these laws were thought to be.' 59 He went on to say that the selected documents showed what English policy was at various times, even if the principal argument of his life's work was, and the commentary accompanying the documents made clear, that these policies did not matter. Despite his work's influence in shifting historians' attention away from such legislation, an important part of a nascent reorientation of scholarship occurring in the 1970s, Matthews had not fully committed himself to other explanations.
That was not the case for Matthews's contemporary C. Grant Head, who independently arrived at conclusions similar to those of Matthews in his 1971 PhD thesis, but advanced an explanation based upon the availability of resources. As a graduate student in geography in the 1960s, Head had studied the contemporary distribution of people and resources along the northeast coast of the island at a time when the Newfoundland government was resettling the population of remote coves and islands to 'growth centres.' That experience encouraged Head's interest in the historical geography of early settlement. Starting from a disciplinary emphasis different from that of Matthews, Head compiled a significant body of data to support an environmental and economic explanation for settlement patterns. Head cited Matthews's point that the opposition to settlement was short-lived, but his analysis seems little influenced by Matthews. 60 That is not surprising, since Matthews had not articulated the full implications of his insight into the ineffectual nature of government policy in his thesis, and 'Fence Building' was not yet published. Head criticized the 'traditional Newfoundland Historiography' for asserting that the scattered nature of settlement was a reflection of the illegality of settlement, 'a questionable fact in itself,' and argued that ecological factors It has been popular to assert that the present scattered distribution of population around the island can be attributed to illegality of permanent settlement, and the consequent scattering of people to small settlements strung along 6,000 miles of coastline in order to escape detection by British naval officers and migratory fishing vessels. This is a folk-myth and has not been dispelled by the scholars. 62 As Matthews had realized earlier, Head concluded that 'the supposed illegality of permanent settlement . . . was an illusion . . . [and that] even when law on paper, it had little impact upon the actual state of settlement.' 63 Matthews's conclusions resonated with a contemporary's view, and many other important scholars were revising the field of Newfoundland studies and Atlantic Canadian history. However, placing him in context does not diminish the importance of his work or the extent of his influence. His mastery of the sources and enthusiasm for argument influenced several generations of students. Neither Alexander nor Matthews lived to complete their work. Matthews suffered from a spinal condition that required several surgeries and left him in considerable pain during the last five years of his life. He died at the age of forty-six, just twenty years after Story suggested to him that he study the West of England fishery. After his death, affection for him and the persuasiveness of his conclusions encouraged academic historians to accept Matthews's dismissal of his predecessors. His most talented student, Shannon Ryan, took as his life's work the study of the cod fishery and seal fishery after 1815 (the end year of Matthews's periodization), because it seemed that there was little to add to Matthews's account of the earlier period. 64 Subsequent authors, such as Patrick O'Flaherty, made effective use of Matthews's historiographic argument. 65 O'Flaherty later had reservations about Matthews's dis-missal of the efficacy of the legal prohibitions on settlement, but that view is an outlier. 66 The preponderance of professional opinion continues to favour Matthews's view that any ban on settlement was short-lived and ineffectual. Several generations of Newfoundland historians have used his thesis, as read through the lens of 'Fence Building,' as a starting point.
Memorial University of the 1960s and 1970s shaped Matthews's life and career, and we should not judge his contributions by the disciplinary standards of our day. Story, Harris, and Morgan had recruited the young man, not only for what he might write, but because 'his spade-work on the British sources might be one way for us to get our hands on primary material for the Library and/or Provincial Archives.' 67 His legacy as a collector and founder of the Maritime History Archive had an important role in Newfoundland scholarship, and the Atlantic Canada Shipping Project, of which he was a principal investigator, received between 1976 and 1982 one of the largest Canada Council / sshrc grants of the day. Matthews published little compared to his colleague Alexander, because he became distracted by new sources and new projects. Nevertheless, Memorial continued to promote him, funded his archival collecting, and encouraged him to compile guides to sources. The university bears much responsibility for who he became, and his work should be seen as part of a larger agenda of preservation at the university. 68 The publication of 'Fence Building' was tardy and it appeared in a magazine rather than a peerreviewed journal, despite its having been accepted for publication, because he did not revise it. There are several instances in which he put his efforts into other things rather than bring his work into publishable shape. His most widely circulated writing was a 1973 series of thirty cbc school broadcasts, which was available for several years as a bound photocopy and published posthumously as Lectures on the History of Newfoundland 1500-1830. 69 The financial demands of a young family and the fifty dollars that he was paid for each lecture may have stiffened his resolve to complete that project. The Lectures brought his view of the history of Newfoundland to people in an accessible form, but without scholarly apparatus or the discussion of the work of other historians. Professors often assigned the Lectures to students as a textbook for the course 'Newfoundland to 1815.' (Twentyfive years after his death, the end date of Matthews's thesis remains institutionalized as the dividing line between the two introductory Newfoundland history courses in Memorial's curriculum.) Subsequent academic historians also found frustrating the fact that his work, which had convinced specialists, had not put to rest popular myths such as the illegality of settlement. 70 'Historical Fence Building' is commonly read as a funeral oration for a historical mythology and the last word that need be spoken of several generations of historians. Matthews correctly identified these historians as repeating the conflict thesis without looking for supporting evidence and of being interested in Newfoundland primarily as a case to test ideas in other historiographic traditions. That was an insightful critique of his predecessors, but they all ranged more widely in their narratives than Matthews implied, and many of them may still be reread with profit. They should not be overlooked because Matthews showed one aspect of their argument to be without supporting evidence. Further, the persuasiveness of 'Fence Building' should not blind us to the similarities in structure and sources between Matthews's 1968 thesis and the earlier historians. His thesis shares the same fence posts, sources, and political narrative as his predecessors. It fit within the constitutionalist frame of imperial history and the older narratives of the history of Newfoundland more than is commonly recognized because the later essay so persuasively set out where his predecessors had been wrong. Revisiting 'Fence Building' also shows that Matthews had moved past his own training to criticize the tradition within which he had been working. It is too easy to read back into his thesis the radical break with the historical literature that actually gelled in his later essay. For the sake of clarity, we can consider his historiographic contribution as having two elements. In the thesis, in 1968, Matthews made the intuitive leap that there had been no 'division between ''settlers'' and ''fishermen.'' ' 71 By 1971 he argued that his predecessors' work within the constitutionalist framework caused them to believe in such a division. His work was important in shifting attention from political to economic factors in the writing of Newfoundland history, but any appraisal of a historian needs to examine more than his or her historiographic position. We must attend to the context of a life to have a basis for judgment. 
